
GARDENING TOOLS

A garden tool is any one of many tools made for gardening and overlaps with the range of tools made for agriculture and
horticulture. Garden tools can be.

Radius Garden, , Ergonomic Aluminum Hand Weeder, Red A good weeder is used for digging up dandelions
or other weeds with large taproots. Different tools may vary in size depending on their use and brand.
Industrial metalworking enabled the manufacture of efficient cutting tools including pruning shears secateurs
â€” for example anvil pruning shears , grass shears , and loppers. Of course you could just use your trowel for
weeding but mine is bent from trying to dig out dandelions and I find it never goes deep enough and is too
wide. An advantage of this approach is it requires gardeners to exert less energy whilst using the tools.
Therefore, it makes it the best shovel out there. Examples include: axe , sickle , scythe , pitchfork , spade ,
shovel , trowel , hoe , fork , and rake. Hand tools[ edit ] Pruning tools that can be used to maintain a garden.
Easy peasy! But there are a handful of other tools you might not have thought of that will instantly raise your
gardening game and make life so much easier. Some modern patents like US 7,, show an example without
hand stop provisions. Along with removing small stones and weeds, a rake breaks up the soil and makes a soft
bed prime for planting. However, the development of metal working, first in copper and later in iron and steel,
enabled the manufacture of more durable tools. The Root Assasin Rake is unlike any other rake on the market.
In some places, the machete may be used as a garden tool as well. View Price on Amazon For those high and
tough to reach apple tree branches that need pruned, Loppers are an essential tool for gardeners. My
recommendation from Amazon: Bond Manufacturing Bond Stainless Steel Series Serrated Trowel with Gel
Grip Handle, Black A good trowel is used for digging holes for planting seeds and transplants, moving soil
around and measuring distances between plants and depth of holes. If you have any interest in planting fruit
trees or bushes then a Garden Shovel is a must. Hand Pruner Pruning is a must for keeping your plants
healthy, and a hand pruner makes it quick work. This is the perfect tool for both male and female gardeners.
Bulb Planter When planting bulbs, nailing the perfect depth is key. The earliest tools were made of wood,
flint, metal, tin, and bone. View Price on Amazon What I love about this wheelbarrow is that it has two
air-filled tires, making it easier to lift, balance, and maneuver. Trowel A trowel is essentially a pointy little
shovel, and the smallest spade you can find. It also used as a backpack!


